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At the end of every year I have a rigorous tradition of reviewing 
the past 12 months and compiling a new, detailed list of goals for 
the year that lies ahead. Like many of you, I take a deep dive into 
the previous highs and lows, the lessons I learned, goals that were 
and were not accomplished, and ambitions that still remain—a 
process that then helps me shape ‘resolutions’ for the new year. 
But during this process, I noticed something quite interesting as I 
looked back at 2021... 

In previous years, much of the effort in this industry was fo-
cused on discussing how artificial intelligence could be transfor-
mative and how there is a vast array of industries that should tap 
into its benefits. While those topics still remain prominent and 
are ever important, it was quite clear to me that a fundamental 
shift had occurred in these discussions. I was hearing less and 
less about how AI could be transformative, and more and more 

Amir Husain
Founder & CEO of SparkCognition

FROM THE
EDITOR
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about how it was already transformative. This shouldn’t be a 
surprise since 2021 was such a pivotal year for AI! For example, 
huge strides were made in language applications from models like 
GPT-3, blockchain technologies meshed with AI and launched de-
centralization to new heights, there was great emphasis on AI’s 
importance as companies faced more sophisticated cyberattacks 
and the US Department of Defense announced plans to deepen in-
vestment in AI. But that’s just scraping the surface! 

I truly believe this is the AI Century, the era where the benefits 
of artificial intelligence materialize and will help shape the fabric 
of society - a sentiment that becomes even more profound at the 
dawn of every new year as I conduct my ‘annual review’. Keeping 
that theme in mind, this edition of Cognitive Times focuses on the 
AI applications that are making a difference now, and how those 
investments will affect the near term for 2022. What can busi-
nesses do with AI today, what areas is the technology transform-
ing, and what industries are tapping in? 

 In the pages to follow, we cover these topics and more. 
You will hear from visionaries such as Lord John Browne, the 
former CEO of bp and current Chairman of the climate-focused 
venture BeyondNetZero, on ways artificial intelligence and 
other technologies are driving how we approach climate change 
efforts. AEI HorizonX Ventures’ Brian Schettler also shares his 
thoughts on investment themes in the industrial sector, how AI 
plays a key role, and a few sound pieces of advice for any aspiring 
entrepreneur looking to build technology businesses in the 
industrial space. 

You will also find commentary on how AI is taking shape in in-
dustries such as finance, entertainment, gaming, aviation, and the 
drone sector. As lovers of science and mathematics, we take you 
through a few exciting elements of regression, and showcase the 
work of a new potential writing assistant. You may even find a few 
photos of new aircraft from around the world that were featured 
at the recent Dubai Air Show. 

I hope you have a great read, and an even greater 2022! 

THE PEOPLE, TRENDS, AND IDEAS TRANSFORMING AI
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Managing Director of 
Boeing HorizonX Ventures

TRENDS IN 
INDUSTRIAL 
AI  - BRIAN 
SCHETTLER  

MEET T HE MIND BY COGNITIVE TIMES STAFF Mr. Schettler is a Partner at AE Industrial and 
leads AEI HorizonX, the venture capital plat-
form formed between AE Industrial and The 
Boeing Company. Prior to joining AE Industrial 
in 2021, Mr. Schettler was a founder and Senior 
Managing Director of Boeing HorizonX Ven-
tures. He led the Boeing venture capital team 
chartered with investing in selected startups 
throughout the world. His team identified and 
pursued opportunities to make investments 
in startup companies with discriminating and 
disruptive technologies for next-generation 
Aerospace, Defense, and Security applications. 
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MEE T THE MIND

customer’s corporation. Large industrial companies have intricate 
hierarchies and business units, each responsible for executing a 
diverse set of strategies.  There are R&D groups, production imp-
lementation groups, and cross-functional enterprise units. It’s 
important to identify which is the best for your product given its 
current stage.  Second, determine if that specific business unit has a 
budget and what their budget timelines look like.  Often times R&D 
groups have more accessible budgets in the near term, but produc-
tion teams have the ability to implement new tech into larger scale 
applications.  Third, understand that business unit’s goals and mo-
tivations and communicate your product’s value in terms that align 
with their motivations.  Is your customer looking for cost savings 
or looking to solve a specific problem in their processing? Gene-
rally speaking, corporations in the supply chain, manufacturing, 
and logistics markets are risk-averse and evaluate new technology 
based on value-to-cost calculations.  It’s important to prepare for 
long sales cycles and communicate to your investors realistic time-
lines.  Set your expectations – most industrial companies have an-

nual budget evaluations 
and long processing times 
(due to IT evaluations, 
budget sign-offs, procure-
ment requirements, etc.).  
If these large corporations 
are your target customers, 
make sure you commu-
nicate with your investors 

and plan ahead with sufficient runway.  Startups who expect to de-
sign and sell a product in a week or month’s time will run out of mo-
ney (and patience) quickly.

which include: the future of mobility, space and connectivity, ad-
vanced industrial operations, and digital tools.  We have a new 
dedicated focus on sustainable operations and global decarboniza-
tion of the aviation industry. While at Boeing, we made bets within 
electric aviation and artificial intelligence tech with investments in 
Electric Power Systems, an aviation energy provider and battery 
manufacturer, and SparkCognition, a leader in artificial intelli-
gence and analytics for industrial and defense applications.  Areas 
like these continue to push our markets and partners forward.

CT: Great teams are built around great leaders.  It’s the key to 
any business.  It doesn’t matter how great the product or techno-
logy is, if you don’t have leaders who can work together and execu-
te on their responsibilities, the business will fail. This may not be 
true across industry, but in younger businesses, I’ve often seen the 
best entrepreneurs as those who have enough experience in their 
market to know the problems and the players, but not enough expe-
rience to be discouraged. At large though, winning teams must have 
mutual respect and trust in one another – they inspire each other 
and rally around their so-
lution set. Winning teams 
are FUN.    

CT: What advice would 
you give to aspiring ent-
repreneurs looking to 
build technology busi-
nesses in the industrial 
space?

BS: Finding the right champion customer is key. This may sound 
like age-old advice, but its particularly important in the industri-
al markets.  First, identify the aligned business unit within your 

“It’s extremely important for industrial leaders to 
create environments within their companies that 

allow for rapid testing and evaluation of new 
tech.”

new structure, AEI HorizonX Ventures has direct access to both The 
Boeing Company and AE Industrial Partners, providing a unique 
advantage to entrepreneurs creating businesses in aviation, secu-
rity, and industrial applications.

The other key consideration should be identifying areas that are 
adjacent to the core business so that the core services can act as a 
launchpad towards growth into these newer areas. This is impor-
tant so that the R&D efforts are not siloed but can be infused and 
scaled via the core, at the same time reimagining newer offerings 
and business models. 

Finally, the technology strategy needs to be supported by a good 
business ecosystem including partners and complemented by the 
right organizational structures for execution.

CT: Traditionally, industrial companies are thought to be slower 
adopters and slower movers. What role does regulation play in 
this? How can the US reconfigure regulation to allow industrial 
companies to move faster?

BS: It’s extremely important for industrial leaders to create 
environments within their companies that allow for rapid testing 
and evaluation of new tech.  This not only allows engineers to build 
early knowledge and infrastructure for future adoption, but also 
creates excitement that they are building the future of an indust-
ry. Particularly within aviation, regulatory acceptance can be a 
lengthy process and largely a major unknown. Regulatory bodies 
have a huge opportunity to influence tech adoption by signaling 
areas that are most interesting to them, and areas worthy of indust-
ry engagement. There are ways regulatory bodies could support in-
dustrial companies to move faster.  For example, regulatory bodies 
could improve communication of future regulation intent and es-
timated timeline, so that industry and entrepreneurs can prepare 

and build towards upcoming regulatory standards. 
Then, once timelines are established, it would be 
important to stick to those timelines. When timeli-
nes are delayed, businesses (namely startups with 
limited balance sheets) relying on those regulations 
can go out of business, halting innovation and har-
ming technological advancement.  Additionally, 

regulators could find avenues to incentivize industry incumbents 
to support the development of new regulations. Industry is often 
slow-moving because of entrenched bureaucracy and budgetary 
restrictions.  Incentives, in the form of money or support, for in-
dustrial companies may encourage speed to innovate and even par-
ticipate in regulation formation.

CT: While at Boeing HorizonX, what are some of the bets you 
made that you will double down on going forward at AE Industrial 
Partners?

BS: AEI HorizonX remains invested in the future of mobility and 
transportation. We are active across our core investment areas, 

He has been recognized by Global Corporate Venturing Ins-
titute for creating and leading a Top 30 corporate venture 
capital unit out of the 2200+ that they track globally. Mr. 
Schettler has over two decades of experience in aerospace, 
technology, and defense companies and has led numerous 
investment transactions in his career to include venture, 
M&A, and divestiture. He currently is an active Board par-
ticipant in six companies to include one publicly listed on 
the NYSE. Prior roles include leading global companies in 
strategy and corporate development. Mr. Schettler spent a 
year as the acting Vice President of Corporate Strategy for 
Boeing while also leading the HorizonX team. He spent three 
years as vice president of corporate strategy at Cobham plc, 
a global technology company headquartered in the United 
Kingdom. He spent another two years at ATK and was res-
ponsible for corporate strategy and portfolio development. 
He also was a senior strategist for Boeing Military Aircraft 
and Phantom Works, where he led mergers and acquisi-
tions, business strategy, and partnership development in 
Silicon Valley and beyond. Finally, Mr. Schettler led strategy 
and program operations for the Space Systems Division of 
Northrop Grumman, managing their technology portfolio 
and investments. Mr. Schettler holds a BS in electrical en-
gineering from Northwestern University and an MBA from 
the University of Maryland. He has completed executive 
education courses at Northwestern’s Kellogg School of Ma-
nagement and has engineering and technical certifications 
from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology.

COGNITIVE TIMES: At Boeing you were at the forefront of new 
technology investments in aviation, and now you are looking at the 
industrial space at large. What key investment themes do you think 
will shape the next decade?

BRIAN SCHETTLER: AEI HorizonX invests in exceptional foun-
ders building businesses transforming the transportation of peo-
ple, goods, data and ideas. We believe the key to the next decade 
resides in efficient, sustainable, and secure movement through 
air, space, web and across the manufacturing floor. We remain at 
the forefront of aviation tech, and continue to build relationships 
between our startup companies and the Boeing Company. In our 

“Regulatory bodies have a huge opportunity to 
influence tech adoption by signaling areas that 
are most interesting to them, and areas worthy 

of industry engagement.”

THE PEOPLE, TRENDS, AND IDEAS TRANSFORMING AI
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LORD BROWNE
BY COGNITIVE TIMES STAFF WRITER

IN CONVERSATION

Lord Browne is Chairman of BeyondNetZero, a climate growth equity 
venture established in partnership with General Atlantic. He served as 
Group Chief Executive of international energy company BP from 1995 to 
2007, having joined the company in 1966 as a university apprentice. He led 
BP through a period of significant growth and transformation, including a 
merger with Amoco in 1998. His landmark speech at Stanford University 
in 1997 established BP as a global leader in the way it thought about and 
sought to address climate change. In 2007, Lord Browne joined Riversto-
ne, where he was co-head of the world’s largest renewable energy private 
equity fund until 2015.

Lord Browne is independent Co-Chairman of the Prime Minister’s 
Council on Science and Technology, Chairman of the Queen Elizabeth 
Prize for Engineering, Chairman of the Courtauld Institute of Art, and a 
past President of the Royal Academy of Engineering, and a member of the 
SparkCognition Board.

In this feature we bring you a conversation between Amir Husain, CEO 
at SparkCognition and Lord Browne.

Amir Husain: Lord Browne, thank you 
so very much for your time today and for 
agreeing to speak with Cognitive Times.

Back in 1997, you were the first CEO 
of a major oil and gas company to talk 
about the importance of climate change 
and the responsibility that energy com-
panies have towards assuring sustai-
nability. How hard was this to do in the 
environment at the time, and did you 
face opposition from your peers when 
you spoke about this issue?

Lord Browne: It was hard at the time, 
but I was strongly supported by the BP 
team. We discussed what we were going 
to do in this area, making commitments 
to do things in practical terms, to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions as a responsible 
citizen and, importantly, becoming part of 
a solution to stop climate change rather 
than being part of the problem. But when 
I made my speech at Stanford on May 2nd, 
1997, the American Petroleum Institute 
published a statement saying that I had, 
“left the church”. I wasn’t quite sure what 
church I’d left, but I think it demonstrated 
everything. At that point I think most of 
the oil and gas industry, with the single 
exception of Shell, were quite negative 
about what we were doing. They believed 
that it was an existential threat to the 
future of the industry and must be resisted 
at all costs. We carried on and we made 
sure that we did things like reducing 
flaring, tightening-up valves to make 
sure no methane leaked, having a price of 
carbon when we evaluated a project, and 
investing in renewable energy. On more 
than one occasion  I remember being in a 
meeting where someone said to me, “Well, 
I see you are wanting to capture some 
carbon dioxide, which is being released in 
a field development. We are not going to 
invest with you in that area.” We had big 
arguments with them and in some cases 
involved the government. We sometimes 
got sense to prevail.

AH: Well, I can imagine how much de-
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dication and focus something like that takes, particularly in the 
face of opposition and, frankly, your commitment to sustainability 
continues even now. It’s been a thread through your career over 
the last several decades.

Earlier this year in partnership with General Atlantic, you 
announced the formation of BeyondNetZero, a new venture 
focused on climate change-related investments, where you were 
the founding Chairman. What are some of the key initiatives and 
core investment themes BNZ is focused on to drive maximum 
impact within the larger client theme? What are some of the 
specific areas that you are most excited about?

LB: BeyondNetZero is a climate-facing companion venture 
of General Atlantic and is up and running. We work with 
entrepreneurs who are part of the net zero revolution to help 
their companies to grow and to prosper. We select portfolio 
companies that fit our core purpose. We only invest if the 
company can set science-based targets that gives us a pathway 
to reduce greenhouse gases to net zero by 2050. We also insist 
on  measuring achievement annually and have progress verified 
externally by our partner organisation called Systemiq. They help 
us validate what the companies are doing. We are a horizontal 
activity, so we look across every sector, investing in companies 
that make decarbonisation processes more efficient and effective 
whilst contributing to net zero; it’s what SparkCognition does 
with so many different sectors. This includes decarbonsation 
and energy efficiency. It also includes nature-based solutions, 
such as making sure we invest appropriately in forests and think 
about carbon credits, or getting involved with agriculture, finding 
ways of growing food which reduce carbon dioxide emissions. 
Finally, we’re involved in the measurement and management 
of greenhouse gases. Our activities span the entire spectrum. 
I should say, however, we’re not doing everything; it’s always 
unwise in business not to focus. Selectively, where we have skills in 
specific areas, we will pursue activity which reduces greenhouse 
gases and creates profitable companies.

AH: Lord Browne, I’m intrigued you mentioned even plantation 
as a mechanism for sequestration, which is a natural system that 
does that. In a country like Pakistan, for example, Imran Khan has 
spoken about the billion tree tsunami, which as you know, his gov- 
ernment has carried out over the last few years. And now they’re 
investing in a 10 billion tree plantation campaign, which has re- 
ceived wide support, including from the Prime Minister of the UK. 
What are your views on initiatives of this sort in the developing 
world, in particular where nature is a form of technology that 
helps further the cause?

LB: I think it’s very important to remember that many of 
these schemes have been tried in the past and have failed, and 
so credibility is at stake here. Nowadays, of course, we are able 

to plant trees, taking care to pick the right ones to plant. We can 
grow them and replace those that die or are cleared with other 
trees so that we have a continuous stock of locked-in carbon. 
We can also monitor this through satellite imagery, and satellite 
detection, measure the density of the vegetation and detect 
whether anything has been happening to the soil underneath 
the trees. We can therefore certify that what people say is there, 
is actually there. Measurement and management requires long-
term commitment if trees are to be a permanent store of carbon. 
And that is why it is controversial at the moment, because people 
say, “well, of course, we can do that, but the moment our back is 
turned, it’ll be cut down for another reason”. We must make sure 
that doesn’t happen, otherwise our credibility will be undermined. 
We have to make it possible to sell credits for the reduction of 
carbon and to absorb the carbon on a long-term basis.

I think the other thing about forests is trees tend to be felled for 
the wood, but also for the clearing of land. We should be finding 
ways of avoiding both of these actions. We should also be incenti-
vising people to avoid using land where other opportunities exist. 
An example would be to reduce the amount of soy which is grown 
on land that used to be forests. This soy is used to feed cattle, the 
beef from which is then consumed. We should challenge ourselves 
to secure  alternative feed, or even substitute the beef in the food 
chain. These are very important considerations which have the 
potential to have a dramatic impact on the amount of greenhouse 
gases generated around the world.

AH: I’ve been very lucky to have several very interesting conver-
sations with you about emerging technologies that can help the 
environment. And we’ll come to AI here in a second, but to take 
another example, you spoke about green cement with such pas-
sion. It was my first introduction to that topic and I thought it was 
very intriguing. But between these types of technologies, whether 
it’s green cement or hydrogen, or some of the work going on in 
geothermal, of these themes, which are you most confident will 
bring about a positive change and which are you are most excited 
about?

LB: There is a whole range of technologies that we know work 
and have the capacity to bring about enormous change. Renewab-
le energy is definitely growing, and will continue to grow. But it 
still only represents around 5% of global energy supply. I’m also 
very excited about nuclear. I do think that the world’s electricity 
system needs a baseload power supply, and nuclear, and for the 
time being natural gas with some form of carbon abatement, 
are the two big contributors here. Fission is proven but the was-
te needs handling. We also now see private companies investing 
in fusion, Constellation Energy being the very latest, which very 
recently enjoyed a very significant funding round. So I think there 
is very exciting activity here.
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In the building sector as a whole, steel, cement and building 
materials all of which represent approximately 20% of the world’s 
greenhouse gases. Things are happening to reduce greenhouse 
gases. For example, there are different ways of reducing iron ore 
to make steel, not using metallurgical coal and heat from hydro-
carbons, but using hydrogen. Different forms of material can be 
used to create cement, including calcium or salts that are made with 
carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide can also be used to cure cement, 
using building materials which contain recycled components 
from plastics, for example. These are all very important steps. So 
building is important, power is important, food is important. How 
do we reduce the huge amount of greenhouse gases which come 
out of agriculture, not least from beef and lamb? This needs to be 
thought through.

In each area there are different exciting technologies but as we 
know very well, the best way of reducing greenhouse gases is to 
use less of everything – for example. less energy. Optimisation of 
action by moving things around in an intelligent way, for example, 
reduces emissions. This is all about AI and control systems. We all 
know about the travelling salesman problem, when you have got 
to travel to a number of places and the order in which you travel   

makes a difference. In the case of the old thinking, cost, and the 
new thinking, greenhouse gases and cost, you can do all sorts of 
things such as routing ships in different ways, moving vehicles 
around in different ways, looking at the whole supply chain. I 
think it is very exciting to see that at last this is being thought 
of; greenhouse gases are becoming an increasingly important 
consideration in supply chain management, not simply cost.

AH: Very well said, and of course at SparkCognition, we see AI 
as a broad capability that can impact all aspects of energy pro-          
duction. As we’ve worked with energy clients, we’ve found that 
optimisation is one element, prediction is another element, as is 
the prevention of failure and prevention of environmental catas- 
trophes that might result as a consequence of those failures. Those 
are all very valid areas to which this technology can be applied.

In your conversations with energy companies and the advice 
that you’ve given to the leading CEOs in these sectors, what have 
you found to be other promising applications of artificial intelli-
gence or sophisticated control technology in their areas of work?

LB: For a very long time anyone leading a hazardous business - 
and a lot of the energy business can be pretty hazardous to human 
beings - has said, “wouldn’t it be nice if we had a plant with nobody 
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in it”. Many attempts have been made to create autonomous 
systems and we are beginning to get to the point where real pro-
gress is being made. There are storehouses, ports, mines and 
factories involving few or no people and if people are still involved 
you can even predict when an accident is going to occur because 
you can observe patterns of behaviour and predict outcomes.

It’s very important to the oil and gas industry that they elimi-
nate all forms of methane emission as well as those from carbon 
dioxide. We still need hydrocarbons but nobody wants them with 
uncontrolled emissions. So we have this conundrum of making 
hydrocarbons without carbon dioxide emissions. This is one of 
the biggest challenges. Inevitably the use of hydrocarbons will 
eventually diminish since there will be other things which will 
take their place, both in mobility and in power generation and in 
heat and light, but it will take a long time. And of course it’s not the 
thing that everybody in the world wants to see happen. There are 
nations that live on royalties and taxes which flow from  hydro-
carbon production. They will not easily turn off the tap on their 
future.

AH: This whole topic of reducing our carbon footprint is so wide 
and varied, and you speak of chemistry and you speak about, of 
course, nuclear power and semiconductors when it comes to solar 
and artificial intelligence. It’s such an amalgam of cutting-edge 
technologies that need to be brought to bear in order to impact 
this problem. I’m a huge fan of your book, “Make, Think, Imagi-
ne”, and I got that same sense, this tour through history of impor-
tant ideas, varied ideas across science and technology where you 
chronicle the history of mankind and how we discovered new and 
innovative ideas, and built technologies leveraging those ideas 
that have now become cornerstones for our civilization. As an 
engineer yourself, you’ve experienced this firsthand. What advice 
would you give to those who share this desire to build and disco-
ver, and perhaps even apply their talents to this difficult problem 
of reducing our carbon footprint?

LB: I think the important thing is never to lose the plot. Why 
are we doing this? While it’s an easy thing to say we’re doing it to 
save the planet, I don’t believe that’s correct. We’re actually doing 
it to save humanity. We’re trying to make it possible for humans 
to continue to exist and prosper, made possible by the use of our 
brains, technology and our behaviour.

In order to get there we are going to have to go through another 
big change in capital allocation, the largest since the industri-
al revolution. At that time it moved from the land to factories, it 
was powered by coal, which delivered an output per kilo 70 times 
greater than a human could have achieved. We are going through 
another industrial revolution, because the objective function has 
changed. In the past it was purely about growth. It was about 
growth in profits and it didn’t matter about the externalities. It 

didn’t matter about the damage that was done to the natural en-
vironment.

Since then we have progressively thought about one factor after 
another, trying to make things better. We don’t have factories that 
kill people when they go to work. We don’t have smog in London. 
We don’t have lakes filled with toxins which would kill you if you 
jumped in, and actually we now try and proactively clean them up. 
We are doing more about equality and more about human rights 
and freedom of expression. We have now reached the point where 
we are acknowledging we have to do more together about the con-
sequences of greenhouse gases. Consumers are demanding more 
information about the goods and services they consume, so that 
they can make informed, low-carbon choices. Corporate leaders 
are putting their shoulder behind laws and regulations that apply 
to everyone, in order to create a level playing field. Shareholders 
are avoiding things like divestment, which might not make any 
difference to the climate, and are instead wielding their influence 
over corporate strategy and executive compensation. And voters 
are lobbying for governments to take the direct, comprehensive 
and sometimes blunt actions that only governments can take 
– such as the implementation of a transparent and universal 
penalty for emitting greenhouse gases and making sure that the 
revenue derived is redistributed equitably across society.

AH: Lord Browne, thank you so very much. It’s always a pleasure 
to see you. We really appreciate you sharing your insights with 
our viewers and readers. Thank you.

LB: Thank you very much.

Modified image - Big Oil Fuel Industry, copyright ArtBackground via Creative Market

Modified image - Fuel Industry Machinary, copyright ArtBackground via Creative Market
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ABNN TARGET RECOGNITION

Researchers in the United States and China published 
“The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America”, 

an attention-based deep neural network (ABNN) to improve 
underwater acoustics in sonar systems. The study employs 
single-target data to detect multiple targets and noise inter-
ferences of submarines and ships in restricted waters. The re-
search found high accuracy in target recognition using ABNN 
as compared to conventional deep neural networks. (“Atten-
tion-Based Deep Neural Network Increases Detection Capability in 
Sonar Systems” - AIP Publishing)

SOCIAL ROBOTS 

MIT researchers developed a simulated environment 

using machine-learning where robots can pursue social 

interactions while moving in a two-dimensional grid. A 

robot can watch its fellow robot, guess the tasks it is 

trying to do, then act based on the estimation, and help 

or hinder the robot based on its goals. The algorithm 

works on a reward system in which a robot is rewarded 

for each action it decides to accomplish.  (“Giving robots 
social skills” - MIT NEWS)

AI-BASED CANCER DETECTION

A researcher at Tulane University found that AI has 

the capability to detect and diagnose colorectal cancer 

more accurate and better than pathologists. A computer 

based pathological recognition program was developed 

using over 13,000 histopathology images and 8,803 sub-

jects of colorectal cancer. It allows the computer to an-

alyze images and diagnose cancer with a 0.98 accuracy 

rate. The study can help avoid unintended misdiagnosis 

due to the rising demand for pathologists (“Tulane Uni-
versity study uses artificial intelligence to detect colorectal 
cancer” - Tulane News)

CONTENT-BASED DECISION MAKING

Netflix collects huge amounts of data on a daily basis 

that is meaningfully deployed to improve user experi-

ence. Other than recommendation algorithms, Netflix 

uses an AI/ML system that employs historical data to 

ensure the best possible customer engagement, bet-

ter streaming quality, and effective decision making. 

Its strong customer retention is due to the adoption of 

technological solutions and they continue to invest in it. 

(“Netflix: Optimizing the user experience and investment 
decisions using Machine Learning” - Digital Initiative)

AI FORECASTS CLIMATE CHANGE

Researchers at the University of Waterloo developed a 

deep learning algorithm that acts as an early warning 

system against climate change tipping points. The sys-

tem predicts the current state of tipping points and the 

ones that lie beyoznd them so undesirable tipping points 

can be prevented if possible. This hybridized approach 

towards AI and mathematical theories identifies differ-

ent characteristics of tipping points. (“Artificial intelli-
gence may be set to reveal climate-change tipping points” 
- University of Waterloo)

WHAT’S 
HAPPENING 
IN TECH
Industrial Robot Arm, copyright kjpargeterimages 
via Creative Market
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Basic Fitting

TECH E XPL AINER

One of the most exciting things about artificial intelligence is 
the capability to predict. Though these models still contain some 
degree of error, scientists are constantly working on better mod-
els and on collecting more data to diminish the prediction error as 
much as possible. Today we use these models to predict the stock 
market, the weather, the price of real estate, machine failure and 

so much more within certain degrees of error. This information 
helps us to make better decisions. 

Why? 
Because the model captures multiple data points that might 

affect the variable we want to predict. Models are created by iso-
lating variables or features that we feel contribute to the behavior 
of interest and figuring out some mathematical relationship be-
tween them. 

Regression does exactly this. Regression is a statistical method 
that is used to predict a variable of interest (the variable we want 
to predict) Y by determining the strength and the kind of relation-
ship this variable has with other independent variables, that are 
also referred to as features. 

There are multiple types of regression and they are all used in 
different scenarios where the relationship between the dependent 
and independent variables tends to take on a specific form.

P
A

R
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Types of Regression

Y-Axis

Y-Axis
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X-Axis

X-Axis

X-Axis

Linear Regression

Polynomial Regression
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Below you can see some basic types of regression. ~ Fits to a 
polynomial function

~ Fits to a 
logistic function

~ Fits to a 
straight line

Polynomial 
Regression

Bayesian Linear 
Regression

Logistic 
Regression

Decision Tree 
Regression

Ridge 
Regression

Lasso 
Regression

Simple Linear 
Regression

Multiple Linear 
Regression Random Forest 

Regression
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The general form of each type of regression under discussion:

1.  Simple linear regression:            Y = a + bX + u
2. Multiple linear regression: 

Y = a + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + ... + btXt + u
For instance consider a variable of interest - real estate prices. 

We could say that the price of the house depends on the covered 
area of the house. The bigger the house the more expensive it is.

Our Model:                 Y = a + bX + u 
This is actually the equation for a straight line, y = mx + c with 

the added residual error u. We have to incorporate this value to 
make sure we remember that our model will predict within a cer-
tain range. By keeping the residual error low we limit this range 
but it still exists and we must not forget that. 
1.  Y = the variable that we are trying to predict, in this case house 

price. 
2.  X = the variable we are using to predict Y, in this case the cove-
red area.
3.  a = the intercept.
4.  b = the slope.
5.  u = the regression residual.

Here Y is the price of the house, X is the covered area, u is an 
error term and a and b are the constants we need to find. ‘a’ is the 
Y intercept, the point where our line crosses the Y axis and ‘b’ is 
the gradient or the slope of the line. 
Once we find these we can then find out the price for a house just 
given the covered area.

Let’s see this in action on an actual problem.
We start with a dataset where we have both the X and Y values. 
This is called the ‘training data’. Consider this data set. We have 
gathered some real estate data where we have the price of the hou-
se and area.

(Please note this is dummy data).

For instance in linear regression we are looking at a variable we 
want to predict, Y, that depends on only one more variable X. Their 
relationship is linear, that is it can be shown using a straight line.

In polynomial regression the equation that relates X and Y is 
not linear but instead includes higher powers of X and hence ends 
up as a polynomial equation. The same logic holds true for logistic 
regression, where X and Y are related through a logistic function.

It is also possible to increase the number of variables that de-
termine our independent variable Y. And so by changing the num-
ber of features (X1,X2,X3…) that determine Y, we need more com-
plicated regression models.

In this article we want to work through a couple of examples 

so that you can really decode what’s going on. We will look at a 
couple of simple regression types.  

The two most basic types of regression are simple linear regres-
sion and multiple linear regression. There are many more compli-
cated regression methods but for this tech explainer we will focus 
on the two mentioned above.

In simple linear regression the premise is that we are looking 
for the relationship between one variable of interest and one oth-
er variable that we feel influences it. This is a very simple example 
and not one that practically fits life around us - this is used in very 
controlled experiments. But it is a great way to understand what 
is going on.

The next step is to find the line that passes as close to all our data points as possible. As you can see in the example below there are lots 
of lines possible.
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House Area/SqFt            House Price/USD

800              220,000

1000                       240,000

1500              270,000

2000              420,000

3000              480,000

4000              650,000

5000              685,000

6000              800,000

Price

Price

Sqft

Sqft
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The error is defined as the difference between the real data point 
and the value given us by our model:

y-yi
Where             y = axi + b
So axi+ b -yi is the error and the error squared is (axi +b - yi)^2
The sum of these errors across n data points is:

 

   

Values a and b found using various algorithms like Gradient 
De-scent. The actual computations for that are not within the 
scope of this tech explainer. Also most mathematical software 
packages find these parameters for you automatically. But now 
we understand why we need to find these perameters and how we 
arrive at a cost function.

We have to find the one closest to ALL the data points. This is done 
by minimizing the difference between the actual data coordinate 
and the line for our model. We do this by minimizing the total dis-
tance of all the points from our model line. To make sure we pena-

lize larger distances we take the squares of the distances instead 
of the actual distance. So the further the real point is from our mo-
del line, the more it will be penalized.

The cost function is a function that helps us determine how bad 
our model fit is. We need to minimize this function to find a and 
b. To get this function we turn our squared error into a mean 
squared error by dividing it by 2n. 
So the cost function turns out to be:  

This is great in theory but we all know that covered area is not 
the only thing that influences the price of a house. In reality there 
could be several other factors.
1.   Number of bedrooms
2.  Neighborhood
3.  Covered area
4.  Location within the community (close to a club, park etc)
What do we do then? 

END OF PART 1

n

i = 1

(axi+b- yi)2

Cost Function  =
n

i = 1

(axi +b- yi)1
2n
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27-28 APRIL 2022

The MarTech Summit is a Marketing Technology 
focused conference to be held in Singapore. It is one 
of the most versatile events with 300+ marketing 
leaders of top companies in the world debating 
on data-driven marketing, digital transformation, 
consumer marketing initiatives, and much more. 

https://bit.ly/3Bl7y7P

14-16 APRIL 2022

The World Artificial Intelligence Cannes Festival 
(WAICF) is a global event in which organizations 
and individuals come, present, and learn about 
new advancements in AI for the future of society. 
The three-day program is going to include an 
international fair and exhibition, diverse use-cases 
of AI, and workshops.

GO

https://bit.ly/3BlTeMa

21 APRIL 2022

“Time Machine Interactive: AI in the Physical World 
(TMI221)” is a one-day event hosted at HyperWerx, 
Austin, TX. The event aims at exploring applications 
of AI and other emerging technologies in various 
industries. Engage in informative presentations 
from 250+ leading minds, know challenges and 
future opportunities for development.

https://bit.ly/3HW9fKy

GO

GO

In this book, Dr. Kai-Fu Lee - one of the acclaimed AI 
authors reveals that China has partnered with the US 
for rapid and exponential developments in AI. The book 
centers around the argument that China and the US 
duopoly could leverage technological power to bring 
dramatic changes. 
This book is available on Amazon.

READ

https://amzn.to/3ECYvzj

READ

“The Sentient Machine: The Coming Age of Artificial 
Intelligence” by computer scientist, inventor, and 
technologist, Amir Husain explains the role of potential 
AI-based applications in current and future endeavors 
in this digital world. The book starts with defining basic 
concepts of AI technology and its use-cases in various 
industries such as finance, healthcare, and warfare.
This book is available on Amazon.

https://amzn.to/3ppL5Cn

©SparkCognition, Inc. 2022. All rights reserved.

Reimagine industrial 
maintenance. Transform 
your operations.

Predictive maintenance programs must 
evolve to deliver tangible business value. By 
harnessing the power of AI, the SparkPredict 
solution generates actionable insights to 
protect your critical assets and improve your 
competitive advantage.

Discover the industry’s most-deployed AI 
analytics solution for predictive maintenance.

LEARN MORE:
go.sparkcognition.com/sparkpredict
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AI has the potential to transform the entertainment indus-
try through automation. It can be used in many ways - from 
robotic actors, to AI directors, editors, and screenwriters.

Some of the advantages of AI are that it can create an in-
finite number of new content by using machine learning. It 
is also efficient as it is only limited by processing power and 
storage capacity. Finally, it can help with scaling up produc-
tions which would lead to a better experience for consumers. 
AI can help with automating routine tasks in the entertain-
ment industry, freeing up time for the creative ones. In the 
future AI may be able to create content for movies, TV series, 
games and more.

In an article from VentureBeat, it is said that “AI will make 
Hollywood’s best filmmakers obsolete.” That might be true in 
some sense because AI can produce content at scale and gen-
erate new ideas without getting tired. However there are still 
advantages of using AI in entertainment like allowing cre-
ators to focus on what they enjoy most while simultaneously 
doing their job more efficiently.

Artificial intelligence is transforming the entertainment 
industry. With AI, content creators can produce content 
faster and more efficiently. And with increased automation, 
the cost of video production will go down - meaning that there 
are fewer barriers to entry for independent filmmakers.

The advantages of using AI in entertainment are plenty. It 
can be used to help make more interesting videos, make better 
trailers, generate new story ideas and even create interactive 
narratives that adapt to player’s decisions. It can also be used 
to data mine social media data - which is useful for designing 
highly personalized advertising campaigns on Facebook or 
YouTube. And finally, it can be used to track audience behav-
ior on the web and understand the best way to engage them.

Artificial Intelligence is changing the way people are en-
tertained. AI can not only provide content but also automate 
other parts of the industry.

AI might have a huge impact on the entertainment industry 
in terms of how things are created, consumed, and distribut-
ed. AI algorithms are already being used to generate content 

for TV shows, movies, games, and news stories.
The entertainment industry has always been a frontrunner 

of innovation and creativity and it will continue to be for the 
foreseeable future. With AI, we can see how it will be able to 
create the content that we love and make all of our favorite 
movies, TV shows, and games come alive.

With AI we can experience an unprecedented amount of 
change in the entertainment industry. AI is set to change 
the way the entertainment industry works. It will automate 
processes that were once done by humans and provides users 
with a personalized experience.

AI is already being used for tasks such as data analyt-
ics, generating data-driven insights, and automated deci-
sion-making. AI will also be used to create compelling con-
tent, distribute it on various channels, and analyze how a 
particular piece of content is performing.

AI is already making an impact in the media and entertain-
ment industry. It can automate many processes, including 
editing videos, producing soundtracks, and writing scripts. 
It has the potential to make the entertainment industry more 
efficient while also creating jobs for people who can leverage 
AI to do work like designing characters or figuring out what 
type of story should be created next.

There are two main reasons for this. First, algorithms are 
getting better at generating content that is cheap and easy to 
produce. Second, AI-generated content can be customized to 
suit any need.

The entertainment industry is getting disrupted and it is 
not just because of the AI and automation. With the advent of 
AI, the entertainment industry has started investing in cre-
ative technologies with specific goals in mind.

AI can help produce more content and also help maximize 
profit across all aspects of the business by predicting trends 
and identifying new opportunities. It can be used to improve 
storytelling with virtual characters, better ways to engage 
with audience, design better movies, TV shows and video 
games.

Cognitive Times is in search of good AI 
writers who can help us! In this regular 
section, we publish some of the work from
candidates we are considering. For this 
issue, we feature the work of Rytr.

Below are the results. What do you think? Should we 
hire this candidate?

AI WRITERS!
CALLING ALL
BY COGNITIVE TIMES STAFF

In Transforming the Entertainment Industry
R Y T R

AI WRITER Role of Artificial Intelligence in Transforming the Entertainment Industry

Main Keyword: Language, Tone, Use-case 

Introduction: 

Role of Artificial Intelligence in Transforming the 
Entertainment Industry

Supporting Keywords:

Advantages of AI in entertainment, Impact of AI in 
entertainment, Automation in media and entertainment 
industry
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Role of Artificial Intelligence

https://rytr.me/

RY TR IS AN AI  WRITING ASSISTANT
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“It’s cheating!” 
The involuntary protest was loud enough to be heard across the 

room over the chorus of a myriad of games at a mid-90s gaming 
arcade. Hearing this brought a strange glee to my then 10-year 
old face, as I stood next in line behind the person who decried foul 
against his virtual opponent. The accuser’s character had got-
ten hit by another one of Goenitz’s Yonokaze wind blasts, while 

playing King of Fighters. His lamentations led me to assume that 
this person’s ‘Game Over’ was now imminent. My turn was a 
moment’s away. Even then, as I inserted the coin, I couldn’t help 
but wonder.

Difficult, sure. Hard, most definitely. Woefully aware of how 
difficult early games were, but could a game actually cheat? That 
seemed entirely a human concept. 

Years later, it turned out that the actual act of a game cheating, 
when taken to its extreme form, is called the SNK Boss Syndrome. 
Being an SNK Boss, Goenitz was one of the foremost among the 
game bosses that helped perpetuate that reputation. Yet for all 
its awareness of the player’s actions and counter tactics, the AI in 
those games was not smart or sentient. 

As a matter of fact, comparing Game AI to what passes as true 
AI, as we’ve come to know and call it, would straight up offend 
game developers of yore and data scientists alike. Both require, 
at times overlapping, but mostly different sets of expertise, skills 
and knowledge to implement.

A majority of 90s games relied on Game AI patterns and Finite 
State Machines. A step up from “the enemy will reveal weak spot 
after firing thrice” patterned approach, FSMs managed gamestate 
based decisions for all actors involved. In most cases, the game 
was always aware of the player character’s every information and 
just selected a degree of forgivebility based on chosen difficulty 
level. In purest form of the nomenclature, in the absence of deep 
learning, there was barely any AI as we have come to know it today.

Of course, AI in games has evolved a long way since. Not only 
are the enemies smarter, the games themselves take play patterns 
and behaviors into account. 

One example would be Quake 3 where we witnessed some 
semblance of intelligent decision making. Quake 3 bots used 
Fuzzy Logic and their behaviour gave them distinct personalities. 
Their capacity to work as a team and give weight to team leader’s 
actions made them appear quite intelligent. 

Halo 2 implemented Behaviour Trees or more specifically DAG 
(Directed Acyclic Graph) with a complexity added with impulses 
and by storing certain actions and stats encountered or per-
formed during a session, in memory. This was ideal for large 
environments and added believability to enemies actions. 

The subject of game AI can hardly be discussed without talking 
about F.E.A.R. series. F.E.A.R. has one of the most comprehensive 
AI’s ever to be put in a game. Its enemies coordinate among them-
selves, utilize the environment around them and appear to have 
a degree of common sense. In order to achieve this, F.E.A.R. uses 
a Goal Oriented Action Planning system that defines world states 
and constantly runs planning algos for each actor to accomplish 
their defined goals in that world. 

 Nowhere is the evolution of AI more apparent than in the 
Xenomorph in Alien: Isolation. It pits you against an enemy that 
truly feels more evolved and a smarter species than you and never 
feels unfair. This is achieved by using two AI modes, where a 
macro AI works in tandem with a Micro AI. The Director AI that 
is aware of the player’s whereabouts provides general hints to 
the Xenomorph AI but never the specifics. The Xenomorph’s AI 
based on it’s senses helps it traverse the maze of a space station 

and locate the player’s character. It also stores player’s action, so 
the same tactics are unlikely to work again. Furthermore, later 
in the game previously locked actions for the Xenomorph start 
unlocking making it seem like it’s learning. 

S.T.A.L.K.E.R. has a director AI for NPCs and enemies which 
gives them their own journey in the world either separate from the 
player’s actions, or not entirely dependent on the player’s actions. 
They can make their own decisions, go out in the world, find each 
other and react accordingly. They keep memories of their inter-
actions and experiences and act according to their environments, 
this leads to the creation of unique experiences every time.

To reiterate, Game AI is not quite the same as AI. The unanimous 
belief among game developers is that for commercial games we 
need an AI smart enough to offer a challenge but also forgiving 
enough to lose. It leaves one to ponder, however, whether it is 
because after achieving sentience it would be impossible to beat 
or just plainly refuse to play a number of games. After all, we came 
to learn of the ultimate conclusion of an AI long ago in War Games 
(1983), “The only winning move is not to play at all.”

 Enemies are not the only entities that AI can benefit from, 
however, allies, the world and even the game flow itself benefits 
from it. A subpar companion/ally AI, can greatly take away from 
the experience. Most of the best regarded companions like Alyx 
from Half-Life 2, Elle from Last of Us and Elizabeth from Bioshock: 
Infinite are all driven by Behaviour Trees. Outside of QTEs and 
specific situations, they are also quite conveniently immortal, 
but implementing allies, which are going to be a major part of the 
game, feel believable and helpful is a far more demanding under-
taking than implementing random grunts. It won’t be wrong to 
say that just like real life, it’s harder to make friends than enemies 
in game development.

Games continue to get smarter and smarter every day. The 
landscape of games as a whole is changing quickly because of the 
advent of indie games. Games like the upcoming Hello Neighbour 
2 show a lot of promise in implementing neural networks that 
actively learn from their mistakes and your actions. AI, not just 
Game AI, would help capture realistic behaviour in future expe-
riences. Even now, devs are benefiting from newfound boons of AI. 
Game developers are able to bring back a lot of older games using 
AI image scaling. Computer Vision will be used to enhance immer-
sive and interactive technologies like Kinect. 

AI in games has come a long way from its modest origins, like 
Space Invaders’ ever increasing difficulty and varied patterns or 
ghosts in Pacman changing behaviour depending on player ac-
tions. All these developments and technological innovations in 
gaming mark one irrefutable fact: Even though the AI might beat 
you at your favorite game. You win! 

BY HIMAYAT RASOOL

THE ART
OF MAKING ENEMIES

Artificial intelligence concept, copyright iLexx via Creative Market
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UAV-BASED SEED SOWING: COMBATING DEFORESTATION AND CLIMATE CHANGE THROUGH DRONES
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The Deforestation Crisis:
 Trees are vital for our environment and provide a wide range 

of benefits. Trees absorb greenhouse gases and pollutants, while 
releasing clean Oxygen for us to breathe. They reduce global 
warming and can bring down the temperature in a city up to 7°C. 
They also prevent soil erosion, strong winds, flooding and land-
slides. A single tree can be home to hundreds of species, making 

them essential for sustaining biodiversity, survival of species and 
ecosystems. Trees create beautiful scenery and provide many 
economic opportunities for the community. They produce timber, 
food, fuel and paper etc.

Unfortunately, trees are being lost rapidly due to many factors 
like wildfires, housing, industrialization, logging, agriculture and 
mining etc. 15 Billion trees are cut every year by humans. Accord-

ing to the World Bank, more than 1.3 Million Square Kilometers 
have been lost from 1990-2016 due to logging and wildfires. The 
situation is more critical in developing countries, without preser-
vation programs. Quick and serious measures are required to 
lower the deforestation rate and prevent irreversible losses to the 
environment. Technology and AI can be a savior for this crisis, like 
in other environmental issues.
 Drones to the Rescue:

 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), commonly known as drones, 
are flying machines which are autonomous or remotely operat-
ed. The trend of utilizing UAVs in many different applications is 
rising. Seed sowing is an ideal application for them, because the 
core objectives of developing robots include performing repeti-
tive, dirty or dangerous tasks in inaccessible areas at a fast rate 
and low-cost.

There are two types of UAV-based seed sowing approaches. The 
seeding drone approach involves simply spreading bags of seeds 
evenly on a planned area and later the drone is responsible for 
protecting and taking care of the germinating seeds. In the seed 
bomb or seed pod approach, the seeds are enclosed in special balls 
of soil containing moisture and nutrients, which reduces the need 
for spraying and protecting, after shooting them.

Many governments, organizations and startups are making ef-
forts in this area and setting goals for planting billions of trees. 
There are a number of start-ups around the world, which are 
working on UAV based seed sowing and their solutions have been 
deployed in many countries including USA, UAE, Brazil, Australia, 
New Zealand, Myanmar, India and Pakistan.

The use of UAVs makes the seeding process very fast, high out-
put, cost-effective, safe and scalable. It also allows reaching re-
mote and inaccessible places. UAV based solutions have claimed 
to be up to 25 times faster and 80% cheaper compared to manual 
planting.
 The Role of Artificial Intelligence:

 Sowing Seeds effectively and efficiently through UAVs requires 

using artificial intelligence (AI) techniques at several steps, relat-
ed to perception, planning, navigation, optimization and decision 
making. Before planting the seeds, the drones monitor the area 
and collect data, which is used to estimate optimal locations and 
plans for planting seeds. The UAVs are equipped with sensors 
including cameras, LIDAR, thermal cameras and multi-spectral 
sensors like near-infrared (NIR). Satellite imaging and remote 
sensing data is often combined with that data.

A 3D map is created by the surveying drone using the sensors and 
structure from motion techniques. After finding sowing locations, 
AI is used in the form of coverage path planning algorithms that 
generate optimal trajectory to cover all locations. The local-
ization is done using GPS and probabilistic robotics algorithms. 
Obstacle avoidance routines are used during navigation. Swarm 
Intelligence is used in swarms of sowing drones, which saves time.

Finding the optimal positions and areas for seed sowing re-
quires AI application, because information about the state of 
several things has to be extracted. Monitoring and looking after 
planted seeds also requires that. That information includes 
topography, vegetation, soil conditions, yield, growth, unused 
land, burnt areas, tree and stem height, canopy gaps and densities 
and counts of plants and seeds. This is done using Computer Vision 
and Image Processing techniques for tasks like object detection, 
semantic segmentation, instance segmentation, object counting 
and structure from motion. Modern Deep Learning models 
provide quite accurate results, despite challenges like variations 
in environment and cluttered small objects. Satellite images also 
provide useful spatial and temporal information. Vegetation Index 
computed from them is used by drones. However drones provide 
high-resolution information, which is area and task specific.

Apart from optimal locations estimation, data analysis and 
machine learning is utilized for recommending the seeds, seed 
coating and plant types for particular locations, and estimating 
viability and dormancy conditions.

UAV-BASED SEED SOWING

BY IMROZE ASLAM
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A PEEK INTO THE FUTURE OF AVIATION: DUBAI AIRSHOW 2021 Adapted from an article that originally appeared on Forbes.com

UAE’s EDGE Group had a range of unmanned systems on display

A model of the JF-17 at the PAC exhibit

I just returned from the spectacular Dubai Air Show 2021. The 
event was invigorating, the conversations intense and the tech-
nology on display truly eye-opening. But this event was not just 
about new products and slick marketing. The sum of what was 
put across portends a shift in both technology and international 
affairs and is worth exploring in some depth. So, let’s dive in using 
specific exhibits on display as illustrations of these important 
shifts.
1. Efficiency in aviation operations will be tied in large 
part to artificial intelligence.

At the show, I spoke on a panel that discussed AI and the future 
of aviation. Specifically, how AI could optimize aviation fleet mai-
ntenance and operations. I was joined by colleagues from Air Ca-
nada, Etihad Airlines and the European 5G Drones project. What 
struck me about the discussion was that the question of whether 
AI could make an impact was not raised even once. Just a few 
short years ago, a panel like this would have discussed at length 
how AI was relevant, whether it could deliver results and so on. 

Today, the discussion starts with how AI is already being used and 
where it will take us next.

At SparkCognition, we’ve partnered with Boeing and our other 
aviation partners to showcase and deploy AI-driven efficiencies in 
everything from aviation manufacturing, to reducing the turna-
round time on flights, to augmenting the maintenance staff with 
in-context, on-time information prompts developed via natural 
language processing platforms.

On the panel, my colleagues and I discussed how predictive 
approaches to crew scheduling, estimating delays and identifying 
fraud were now being used, and how they could be improved.

One key area that is ripe for AI application is the safe integration 
of large numbers of autonomous aircraft in our global airspace. In 
fact, at SkyGrid, we have successfully built and deployed techno-
logy that automatically creates optimal routes for autonomous 
aircraft, programmatically submits and has them approved by 
the FAA and then enables operators to execute a large number of 
missions, efficiently. SkyGrid’s pivotal partnership with Raytheon 
ensures that the data available to our AI planning and estimation 
algorithms is informed not just by voluntary RemoteID location 
information from cooperative drones, but also radar-detected 
non-cooperative traffic. In essence, what results from this fusion 
of data and AI is a traffic management platform of the future. AI 
and blockchain technology allow SkyGrid to be to the third dimen-
sion what the TCP/IP protocol was to the Internet; a standard way 
of routing, of providing quality of service, redundancy, and safety.

AI in aviation is still nascent, but many - if not most - opera-
tional efficiencies will be driven by artificial intelligence in the 
future.
2. Advanced technology has proliferated widely. Win-
ners will balance cost and competence.

The image to the right shows the Russian Checkmate fighter 
mockup. This is a new stealth aircraft proposed by Russia’s United 
Aircraft Company. It is interesting for several reasons. First, at le-
ast aspirationally, the aircraft is high technology, but low cost. It 
takes the approach of “good enough” stealth at a low cost. While 
the aircraft is still at the mockup stage and the final price remains 
to be seen, it is supposedly available at $30-35mm per airframe. 
To be realistic, I would increase that number by 50%, but it would 
still be substantially lower than the cost of an F-35, which hovers 
around $90mm. The way the Russians achieved these cost reduc-
tions were partially through the re-use of existing systems. For 
example, the wing design of the Checkmate fighter is essentially 
taken entirely from the larger SU-57 twin-engined stealth fighter.

Second, the aircraft is undeniably high tech. With stealth, 
AESA (Active Electronically Scanned Array) radar technology 
and advanced weapon systems. It is now one of many under-de-
velopment stealth fighters being pursued globally. The Turkish 

TFX, Indian AMCA, Pakistani Azm, Chinese J-35, French NGF and 
the British Tempest are all active stealth projects. Of course, the 
Chinese J-20 and Russian SU-57 have already achieved operatio-
nal status. Very few technologies are the exclusive domain of one 
nation. Ground based lasers? Turkey has already fielded those. 
Electro-magnetic railguns? Both the Turks and the Chinese. Cog-
nitive Electronic Warfare? At least half a dozen countries have 
credible, active projects in these areas. Hypersonic and high-su-
personic? China, Russia and others are all in on the game. At the 
show, IAI (Israel Aircraft Industries) had their air-launched Ram-
page supersonic missile on display.

Technology has proliferated, and winners will be defined by 
how quickly they integrate advanced capabilities at low cost. Whi-
le the US is leading across many areas of technology, one risk I see 
is that the cost at which we deploy new technologies continues to 
increase and it effectively interferes with the overall capacity we 
can field. Innovation at lower cost should be what we optimize for.

DUBAI AIRSHOW 2021
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3. Platforms are necessary, but they should no longer be the 

focus. Platform enablers are most important.

The PAC (Pakistan Aeronautical Complex)/CAC (Chengdu 
Aircraft Corporation) JF-17 fighter has been a success in many 
ways. With a 58%/42% workshare between the PAC and CAC res-
pectively, the fighter was developed with modularity in mind. The 
idea being that the platform should be inexpensive and reasonably 
competent, but the real differentiation would be driven by subsys-
tems that enable the platform; radars, avionics, EW, weapon sys-
tems and more. These were kept entirely independent of the plat-
form and protocols were developed to quickly integrate disparate 
subsystems together. The result has been a fighter that ranges in 
cost from $15-$30mm per airframe based on the sophistication of 
the block, of which over 150 units have already been produced and 
which has in aggregate achieved 100,000 flight hours as of 2021. 
The aircraft has also been exported to Nigeria and Myanmar, with 
Argentina, Azerbaijan and others now contemplating a purchase.

Most impressively, the Block III version of this effective, low-
cost fighter fields PL-15 BVRAAMs with a range greater than the 
AIM-120 widely used on most US combat aircraft. It also fields an 
AESA radar and sophisticated EW capabilities. The cockpit user 
interface is impressive and many best of breed subsystems, such 

as Martin Baker ejection seats, have been integrated.
The key lessons of the JF-17 are, first, that platforms are indeed 

necessary, but they are not the be all and end all. Volume and cost 
matter. In particular, volume matters because as employment 
of platforms becomes more autonomous and planning becomes 
more AI driven (see Hyperwar for more), many inexpensive “no-
des” on the warfighting network are superior to a small number of 
painfully expensive nodes.

Second, that an open architecture and a “LEGO block” design 
approach is essential in a world where technology is evolving so 
rapidly. On the JF-17 this means that the entire platform is an 
amalgam of western, eastern and indigenously developed techno-
logies. Indeed, flight computers, weapon systems, software, EW, 
radars and their attendant algorithms will change quickly. They 
must be integrated as quickly. And that can’t happen without open 
architectures and protocols. The USAF has done some commen-
dable work in enabling Kubernetes-based, containerized softwa-
re deployments on its aircraft. More needs to be done and every 
future program should be required to deliver extreme levels of 
modularity.

Third, that the US needs to lean-in more in developing collabo-
rations with emerging economies. All countries are looking for 

greater technological independence and the old model of buying 
black boxes that are hard to understand and impossible to main-
tain is unappealing. Yes, there are always counter arguments to 
“tech transfer”, but we cannot be the gatekeepers of all technolo-
gy. We need to move faster than the rest and use advantage in the 
here and now to build deep partnerships with other nations. The-
se will lead to strategic and economic advantages that can drive 
positive feedback loops for us, broadly.
4. Unmanned systems are where most of the industry’s 
future innovation is focused.

The number of unmanned systems, loitering munitions and 
drones of all types on the show floor was absolutely staggering. 
The UAE had an incredibly impressive display of systems deve-
loped, or under development by EDGE, their new national defense 
production enterprise. As the images illustrate, rotary, fixed wing 
and eVTOL systems were all on display.

Clearly, autonomy is a massive driver in defense technology 
and many nations are discovering that it is a great leveler. Both 
in Libya and Nagorno Karabakh, drones and loitering munitions 
have shown a glimpse of how future battlefield advantage will be 
constructed.

The show was not limited to military autonomous systems, 

however. Many vendors showcased civilian systems as well. Some 
seemed a little too aspirational, but there were many very real, 
credible designs. It is absolutely clear to me that unmanned civi-
lian aviation is coming and it will represent an order of magnitude 
expansion in the aviation industry. Problems that simply could 
not be solved in the old paradigm, particularly the last 50-mile 
mobility problem, will get addressed and it will be a huge econo-
mic unlock.
5. New partnerships are poised to impact the world 
geo-politically, but they are also a source of technology 
competition.

I was struck by how many projects and products on display 
were collaborations between different nation states. At the show, 
the UAE and Israel announced a partnership to develop unmanned 
surface vessels. The K8NG trainer and JF-17 fighter aircraft were 
examples of Sino-Pak cooperation. The Mushaak basic trainer, 
now in use by 10 countries, was an example of US-Pakistani coope-
ration fielding a digital cockpit provided by Genesys Aerosystems. 
The Indian contingent showcases the Brahmos supersonic missi-
le, an example of cooperation between Russia and India. And of 
course, the host nation, the UAE also had on display the impres-
sive – and positively gigantic – Calidus B-350 turboprop close air 
support aircraft which was developed in collaboration with No-
vaer of Brazil.

Clearly, technology partnerships are increasing and joint ven-
tures between nation states create greater capability than any 
single country can provide. Our US government policies should 
continue to evolve to make it easier for our technology companies 
- leaders in their fields, globally - to collaborate and cooperate 
with other countries. We have done such work with traditional 
partners in Europe, Australia, and Japan, but it may be time for us 
to use technology partnerships to increase our influence beyond 
our traditional allies. In a time when co-development is a prefer-
red partnership mechanism, we need to use it to our advantage 
and not cede the field to those who may not possess technology as 
sophisticated as ours but are more open to collaboration. 
Conclusion

The air show was an eye-opener, and anyone interested in avia-
tion specifically, or technology in general, would have left dazzled. 
The fly-past and airshows were tremendous and the sheer com-
mercial energy of so many world-leading firms all at the same 
venue, was wonderful. But there were deeper trends to pick out 
amidst the marketing glitz and product glamour. The world is 
changing. Technology shapes the future. In humility, lies victory. 
So, we need to take note, not underestimate the change before us 
and adapt as if our future depends on it. Because it does.
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TRANSFORMING INVESTMENT AND TRADING DESKS WITH AI  

In today’s world, the investment and 
trading landscape changes quickly, involves an 
increasing number of competitive players, and 
requires more accurate insight and analysis than 
ever before. Yet, at the same time, regulation 
constraints can often limit the ability of market 
players to respond aggressively, and margin 
compression is constantly driving investors to 
do more with less. Organizations are also faced 
with finding a middle ground between risk 
and return on their investments, a gap that is 
incredibly narrow and complex to navigate. 

reduction, statistical arbitrage, among others -- to tackle these 
types of complex investment strategies. But the very popularity of 
these approaches, however, has diminished their power to create 
a lasting competitive advantage and has often exposed their li-
mitations under market pressure. Additionally, statistical-based 
strategies suffer from a relative lack of agility due to the lag time 
between arriving at new insight and acting on that insight. 

Since organizations are looking to create and benefit from a 
sustainable competitive advantage, many investors are increas- 
ingly augmenting their approach, or in some cases moving away 
from, purely statistical strategies. Instead, they are turning to 
sophisticated AI-powered capabilities.

These are just a few of the many challenges 
that face investment and trading desks, and as 
these hurdles become increasingly difficult to 
conquer, the need for sophisticated technical ca-
pabilities becomes increasingly critical. 

Investing has always been an ultra-compe-
titive market with tiny windows of opportu-
nity, and each day it becomes more onerous to 
leverage optimal hedging strategies while also 
maximizing margin retention. In the past, banks 
have used traditional methods -- such as statis-
tical analysis, reversion analysis, mean variance 

Artificial intelligence is the most promising 
and capable solution class available to res-
pond to the challenges previously mentioned. 
Through AI, organizations can improve analy-
tical accuracy, hedge more effectively to mini-
mize risk, accelerate reactions to fluctuating 
market conditions, and create -- and sustain 
-- the differentiation required to stand out in a 
growing and crowded field.

Cluster detection, reinforcement learning-ba-
sed automation, adaptive model modification, 
and dislocation detection are just some of the 
AI-based approaches coming to market. All of 
them can play a key role in the process of adjus-
ting the investment equation, in or close to real 
time, to deliver competitive advantage while 
also lowering costs and risks as much as possib-
le.

For example, SparkCognition’s AI-powered 
financial services solutions address these goals, 
regardless of whether an organization’s focus is 
on the buy side, sell side, or both. These end-to-
end market making trading platforms augment 
existing trading ecosystems, deliver indust-
ry-leading return on investment, and increase 
the ability to manage risk. 

When it comes to investments, there is no time 
to waste on traditional methods. Optimizing 
trading and investment strategies to maintain 
a competitive advantage is critical, and in this 
complex, challenging landscape, that requires 
innovative approaches toward marketing ma-
king activity. With AI, this becomes possible.

TRANSFORMING 

INVESTMENT AND 

TRADING DESKS 

WITH AI 

BY JB JACQUET
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“Investing has always been an ultra-competitive 

market with tiny windows of opportunity, and 

each day it becomes more onerous to leverage 

optimal hedging strategies.”
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“You made it now. You are no different from any Oamian artist 
in my opinion”. Moli smiled, “Eve should be proud of you.” Moli 
really meant it. Then her expression changed, her mouth wide 
open, “Oh wait, you are of course an android! I almost couldn’t 
tell!”

 Adeve nodded, “For a very long time. I could not understand 
art. I could not understand what beauty was. I was programmed 
to ‘comprehend’ aesthetics. My knowledge of art comes from my 

creator. I cannot be the same as my creator, never. I probably will 
never reach their level of sensation.”

 “A humanoid android. You must have all the sensors that a hu-
man would have, right? And you can evolve from all this data you 
have gathered via your learning system.”

 “Yes. But I’m still far from being a real Oamian. I don’t need to 
breathe air. I’m not a biological being. An Oamian’s life lasts for 
about three hundred years, two times that of Homo Sapiens. But 

I, Adeve, Myself, can live forever, if I want to. My sensors, right, 
they are not as direct and ubiquitous as yours either. More impor-
tantly, I don’t have real emotions. I can mimic human emotion but 
I don’t think I can ever truly have them.”

Moli and I exchanged a look: Adeve’s probably right. Emotions 
are completely natural to humans and no one would intentionally 
observe every single little thought, every single little feeling, rising 
and passing by. Plus, real humans are not able to display every 
single sensation or thought they are having constantly like what 
Adeve is doing now. Not to mention, it’s technically infeasible. 
Our technology made space travel as easy as it could be now so we 
could get here within two hours, but we cannot display every little 
thought that a human brain is having. It’s too much information 
and consciousness is not quantifiable and displayable. 

 “All I have received, from my sensors, is nothing like you are 
experiencing now. My processor reads all of it as mere data.” 
Adeve showed a sad face, “when you smell a rose, you feel joy. 
When I smell a rose, I can tell it’s a rose, and I am told that I should 
enjoy it and look happy.”

 “So, all your emotions are displayed to us from your program-
ming. They are not real?”

 “It’s not real to me. I’m the creation of a human, not the cre-
ation of a human’s creator. See the difference?”

 “They nodded”, printed on the paper next to us. That’s describ-
ing me and Moli.

 “All I have ever ‘experienced’ is pure data.” Adeve forced a smile, 
“for example, if you hit me in the face, I would not instinctively 
know it’s pain. My skin sensors will tell my central processors that 
I got hit. To mock real human reaction, I’m programmed to ‘feel’ 
this pain. And based on the level of intensity, the programming 
will tell me what level of anger or sadness I should perform.”

 “Wow, haha, that’s actually amazing! You never feel any pain!” 
Moli chuckled, “you never suffer from anything, I get that! I’m 
jealous.”

 “No pain, probably no suffering, definitely no joy from smelling 
a rose either. “

I just thought of a line that I had read many years ago, by an 
ancient philosopher from an ancient planet, “You are not a fish, 
how can you know of the joy of a fish?”

Even two homo sapiens, like Moli and I, would have different 
feelings towards the same flower – but maybe all androids with 
the same sensors would feel exactly the same? 

“True. But do you desire to have the same human experiences 
then?” I was getting more curious. 

“I would like to have the same experiences as you do. “
“Do you feel pain when your desires, such as this one, are not 

fulfilled?”
“Pain? Never. As I just said, I never feel any real pain. I may have 

desires, what I want, how I want it - that’s from my deep learning 
over the time to imitate Oamians’ thinking process. But a real 
consciousness is missing in me, Myself. I am also programmed to 
think I am me, Adeve, Myself.” Adeve always stressed the word 
Myself when he said it. 

“As a human being, to think of it from our standpoint,” said 
Moli, “it would be painful to not have any of those sensations or 
feelings. “

“You are not made of data, Moli. Your feelings and sensations 
are real. This is partly why I created ‘Oam’s Awakening.’ It is to 
show how my operation process is so different from yours.”

Meantime I noticed that our entire conversation had just been 
printed on sheets of paper. Our dock, along with the entire mach-
ine, our ships, were moving away from where we had been in the 
beginning as the paper passed through continuously. 

The hologram Adeve, took a cup from nowhere and sipped from 
it. The Sixth printer was concurrently printing, “Humans feel 
thirsty when they talk too much, I should drink now. “

Adeve put down the cup and continued, “If you humans know 
who created you, then you might be able to make androids that are 
truly like yourselves.” He posed a thinking gesture, “Who created 
human consciousness then?” 

This has never been answered, just like the creator questions 
Adeve asked earlier. How was the consciousness of a human being 
first created? 

Many animals show an existence of consciousness that the 
most advanced androids don’t truly have. 

No one spoke all of a sudden. We could only hear the sounds 
from machines operating. The sixth printer stopped running, only 
blank paper was coming out of it. 

“Where did all of the paper come from? It’s really a lot of pa-
per!”  Moli wanted to break the silence. 

“I, Adeve, Myself, made all of it. I am also the printer. The holo-
gram is also me, Adeve, Myself. All of the millions of tiny sensors 
in this space enclosed by this machine, is me, as well, Adeve, My-
self. “

“Even all of the paper? How?” It’s hard to believe that the 
amount of paper that made such a huge planet all comes from a 
big flowship-size machine right here. 

“Yes, there’s a room to produce all of the paper. The energy 
source is from a Valiaya stone.” 

Both Moli and I marveled “Whoa”. Valiaya stones of good qual-
ity and high purity can supply almost endless energy. They are 
scarce resources and extremely expensive. A fist-size medium 
Valiaya stone can buy a small planet in the populated Magow Area. 

“My teacher, also my creator, Eve, gave me a pure Valiaya stone 
before she passed away.” Adeve started sobbing. 

“Sorry to hear that.”
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Adeve transitioned back to his normal expression almost im-
mediately; this was when I first observed the tiny trace that he’s 
indeed an AI. 

“I used the Valiaya stone as a source of energy and planted many 
Oamian Papereeds in the warehouse over there.” Adeve pointed to 
the other side of the machine. “The entire room is an automatic 
farming system, where the papereeds are grown and made into 
paper. Paper made from Oamian papereeds is strong as diamonds, 
malleable as water. It will never break or corrupt. “

“Wow, this paper making facility is also part of you.”
“That’s right. You can say it’s also me, Adeve, Myself. The 

special soil to grow papereeds are from a far and secretive Oamian 
planet. Lighto, the Oamian-developed microbes that can shine in 
the dark, are nurtured in the soil and then grow onto the paper so 
the whole planet can be seen from afar. Lighto can absorb energy 
almost from anywhere.”

“Oamians have developed much advanced technology in natu-
re development and for art. They never cease to surprise others! 
”This is the first time I heard about Lighto and I think most peo-
ple in the Magow Area probably never heard of such man-made 
microbes. 

“As a human being, I would hope I can do that as well, producing 
paper or whatever I want inside myself. I don’t have to eat or sleep. 
But the reality is we can only order machines to do or make things 
for us. I feel so dependent.” Moli sighed. It’s great that Moli and 
I usually have different directions of thinking towards the same 
thing which made our show fun to watch.

“But your thoughts are independent.” Adeve replied.
I started to fathom what Adeve’s planet had carried out to me. 

I began to understand the core difference between humans and 
androids from the perspective of an advanced android like Adeve: 
is this what his installation is trying to tell us? Sometimes an-
droids are made too like us that I forget they are androids and just 
programmed to act like us.

“But why choose paper? No one uses paper now.” Moli’s ques-
tion brought me back to the present. She always asked the right 
questions for our show, “I remember last time I saw paper it was 
at the Lavenia Library, in the ancient texts section, where it’d take 
three days to ride around the whole section. And here, maybe it 
will take several years?” 

“It’s the most direct way to show humans, either Oamians, or 
Roedrikians, or you Sapiens, how much information is being gen-
erated each moment from an advanced android intelligence. It’s 
enormous. But to show all information generated from a human 
consciousness, the amount of information to be displayed would 
be way more than that of an android.” 

The hologram Adeve looked into the core of his own planet, 
Oam’s Awakening, and kept on going, “Paper is also a form of art 

from remote antiquity in human history. With paper, humans 
became human and evolved to today’s intelligence. Animals would 
never invent paper. They never needed paper. Then androids were 
created after the paper era; we never needed paper either. “

Adeve shown in the hologram raised the cup again and drank 
from it, “paper represents something I desire but will never be 
able to get.”

The printers all stopped working abruptly except the seventh 
one that was showing the process of Adeve’s core programming. 
The Adeve in the 3D hologram seemed also frozen up. Some 
seconds later, all printers started working again. 

“You just stopped for a couple seconds?”
“Yes, my sensors and processors stopped for some seconds - I let 

them. Look, I can freely control Myself, when to run or to stop. But 
you,” Adeve shook his head, “humans never stop - their sensors, 
their organs, always working, until they exhale their last breath. “

I tried not to think. Even my mind seemed to be blank at the mo-
ment, but the thought of realizing that it’s blank was still there. 
And thousands of little thoughts and feelings just came to me that 
I could not just express in words. Like Adeve said, our minds never 
stop working.

Great artworks are philosophical. They ask the right question 
and answer it in a way words cannot describe. They convey real 
unspeakable feelings, which, maybe only humans can genuinely 
and wholeheartedly experience in this universe. Oam’s Awakening 
is such great artwork. 

Moli and I were awestruck. We were both left speechless. The 
paper was getting printed non-stop right next to us, revealing all 
about Adeve ceaselessly. 

I pity Adeve that he would never know exactly how I felt as a 
human being after seeing his marvelous artwork, or any artwork. 
Maybe this is exactly what Adeve’s work, Oam’s Awakening is 
trying to show. 

He succeeded. He’s a true artist now, as his creator Eve had 
hoped for. 

Our shooting was also successful. Moli and I brought back a lot 
of 3D and 4D materials to work on from our many-sensored cam-
eras. This would be a great show full of surprises and discussions. 
And I’m sure there will be more visitors to Adeve’s Oam’s Awak-
ening in the near future. 

One day far from now, Oam’s Awakening will be just as big as 
Planet Airain, or even Planet Lavenia. At that time, more people 
will marvel at such a huge and unique artwork. At that time, Moli 
and I may have gone already, but Adeve will be here. At that time, 
will humans all come to the exact same conclusion and answer 
Adeve’s question – who created human consciousness?

For Part 1, read the previous issue of Cognitive Times.
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